
1900 French Congo issue and 
all the related shenanigans.

Forerunner Issues with “box in a box” designs. 



The Congo essay and proof varieties shown on this page and the next are quite common and appear regularly 
on eBay.  The Native Woman essay is readily available in six colors, showing the frame only and with black 
centers.





Judging by the most common essays and proofs that exist, the Native Woman design seems to 
dominate the stamp development phase of this issue.  T & T describes this smaller issued essay 
privately prepared and common.  This essay with colored centers is more elusive that the 
varieties shown on the last page.











This spectacular essay format is 
listed in Yvert  & Tellier.  As Ken 
N. pointed out, notice the three 
dimensional quality implied in 
the tablets that contain the 
denomination on this essay.  
The woven design on the 
clothing is quite detailed and 
was used in the subsequent 
essays , proofs as well as the 
stamp design as issues.

Coin for comparison.













Note the detailed areas of color in the background in the upper corners.  This 
details of color fills the small areas in the foliage in the frame for these essay. 
This design is more detailed than the 1890’s box in the box designs of Obock
and Somali Coast. Note the printing registration marks above and below the 
design.



Essay in the stamp size 
as issued on glossy 
roulette card.

Essay on Card
Plate proofs with 
registration marks





On this essay the country name was too 
large for easy printing registration. 





Trial 
Colors

Plate proofs in colors issued.





Original UPU 
Portuguese 
Post office 
“Ultramar” 
specimens



2c part perf color as issued 
and 2c color error.

10c imperf color as issued. 
10c Color error not shown



1c, 4c & 40c inverted centers.  20c center double impression with inverted center.

High Values: 1Fr. Frame part impression. 1 Fr.  Inverted center. 5 Fr. Ochre & black color 
error with double perf. 5 Fr. Inverted center plate proof impression.   



Recut leaf variety



Recut leaf variety is found on plate positions 91, 99 and possibly others.
















































